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Abstract: The drying kinetics of porous media are crucial for controlling the drying process, which
is a vital component in many processes. A mathematical model of the drying process in a granular
bed was developed using Whitaker’s model, and its accuracy was verified through experimental
results. The results indicated that the three stages of porous media drying are closely linked to the
heat flow to the media and the latent heat of evaporation required by the liquid water inside it.
Moreover, as the influence of gravity weakens and the capillary force strengthens, specifically due
to the gradual decrease in the pore size of the bed, significant differences in the drying kinetics of
the bed are observed, particularly in the third stage of drying, which is most affected. The onset of
saturation in the third stage of bed drying varies with the pore size of the particles, with smaller pore
sizes exhibiting an earlier onset. Additionally, the temperature change in this stage demonstrates the
occurrence of secondary warming as the pore size decreases.

Keywords: porous; convective drying; pore size; Whitaker’s model

1. Introduction

The drying process is used in various production processes across multiple industries,
involving materials such as concrete [1], hydrogels [2,3], foodstuffs [4,5], and wood [6], etc.
The quality of the final product is greatly influenced by this process. During drying, the
moisture within the drying medium undergoes a gas–liquid phase change, resulting in a
complex multiphase heat and mass transfer phenomenon. The evolution of this process is
mainly determined by the porous structure of the medium and the drying environment [7].
The geometry of the porous media, specifically the pore size and pore size distribution,
directly affects the capillary flow of the liquid phase and the vapor diffusion behavior
of the gas phase within the medium. The drying kinetics of the porous media, such as
temperature, drying rate, and moisture content, vary with time depending on the size of the
pores. Understanding the drying characteristics of porous media accurately and utilizing
optimal drying conditions are crucial for achieving high-quality production [8,9]. Failure
to do so can lead to issues such as a low drying efficiency for food, the cracking of concrete
and wood, the transition shrinkage of hydrogels, and the loss of soil water affecting crop
growth. Therefore, conducting experimental and theoretical studies to analyze the drying
characteristics of porous media within different pore size ranges is of great significance for
various engineering applications.

Currently, experimental studies on the heat and mass transfer behavior within porous
media for drying processes can be categorized into two approaches. The first approach
involves using advanced microscale processing techniques to generate micro-models for
studying the pore-scale transport process [10]. However, this approach usually requires
simplifying the porous structure, which may not accurately represent real porous media;
the second approach involves using particle-filled beds to simulate real porous media [11].
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Different particle size ranges are used to regulate the media pore size and maintain medium
porosity stability [12]. This approach is used to study various aspects of the drying pro-
cess, such as the medium temperature [13], porous medium thickness [14], drying stage
evolution [15], drying characteristic length LC [16], the average depth of the end of the
constant velocity period Lcap [17], and validating Whitaker’s model [18]. P. Coussot
et al. [11] investigated the drying rate variation with pore size (particle size 4.5–200 µm) in
an ethanol-soaked granular bed at 23 ◦C. The results showed that the descending drying
period was caused by evaporation and capillary flow within the medium, with the intensity
of the capillary flow depending mainly on the granular particle size. However, they did
not consider the influence of gravity on the drying process. Ratthasak Prommas et al. [19]
conducted drying experiments using particle-filled beds with particle diameters of 150 µm
and 400 µm, respectively. The study showed that the drying rate of the medium was
strongly correlated with the moisture content at the convective drying interface. Higher
moisture content at the convective drying interface resulted in faster drying rates. Smaller
particle sizes were found to be more effective in utilizing capillary forces in the drying
process, resulting in faster drying rates compared to larger particles. Furthermore, smaller
particle sizes promoted more uniform saturation distribution inside the filled bed and
maintained a longer wetting time at the media convection drying interface. However,
none of the above experimental studies discussed the effect of temperature on the kinetic
properties of packed bed drying.

The study of heat and mass transfer processes in porous media includes two main ap-
proaches: the pore network model [20,21], considering the microstructure, and Whitaker’s
model [22], establishing control equations from a macroscopic perspective through ho-
mogenization. The pore network model simplifies the tiny pore space inside the porous
medium as “holes”, connected by tiny “throats” [23]. However, it has limitations in terms of
simulation size and can only simulate a specific region within the porous medium. On the
other hand, Whitaker’s model ignores the microstructural differences within the medium
and assumes homogenized parameters for each region of the medium, such as porosity,
saturation, and absolute osmotic dilution. According to the existing literature [24], such
a simplified treatment is able to effectively simulate the overall heat and mass transfer
process within the medium. Tang et al. [18] proposed a water film coverage model, which
is able to better fit the phenomenon of slow internal warming during the constant velocity
period. However, the model’s reliability was not verified for capillary action when only
larger particles were used in the experiments. Lu et al. [25] analyzed how the microscopic
pore structure affects the macroscopic parameters within Whitaker’s model using a pore
network model. Their analysis showed that the internal pore structure affects the moisture
transfer capacity at the surface and in the two-phase region of the medium, which is mainly
related to the average size of the throat channel in the pore network model and is indepen-
dent of the standard deviation of the throat channel. Hong Thai Vu et al. [26] established
the connection between the structural parameters such as pore size and its distribution
and the transport parameters required by Whitaker’s model, simulating the drying process
of porous media with three different pore size distributions (100 ± 5 nm, 1000 ± 100 nm,
100 ± 10 nm, and 200 ± 20 nm) at 80 ◦C. The results showed that the differences in pore
size and distribution had a significant effect on the total drying time, and, in general, the
larger the pore size of the porous media, the shorter the total drying time. However, the
above study focuses on the influence of structural changes caused by deviation in pore
size on the drying kinetic properties and does not consider the influence of mean pore size
on the drying kinetic properties at different scales. Therefore, using Whitaker’s model to
establish a porous media drying model and to study the drying problem of porous media
with different pore sizes can help to reveal the differences in drying characteristics caused
by structural changes in porous media.

The above experimental and theoretical studies of heat and mass transfer processes in
porous media were all influenced by the internal pore structure of the target parameters.
However, a comparison of drying kinetics when the pore diameter changes is lacking,
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particularly when gravity-dominated seepage is gradually replaced by capillary force.
Therefore, conducting experimental and theoretical analyses to study the thermostatic
drying characteristics under pore diameter differences can enhance our understanding of
the drying process in porous media.

This paper describes the experimental method and corresponding data processing in
Section 2.1. Then, it introduces the mathematical model of the filled bed drying process
established in this paper in Section 2.2 The accuracy of the model is verified in Section 3,
followed by a discussion of the effects of pore size and temperature on the drying charac-
teristics of the filled bed. Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusion. A proposed drying
boundary condition is presented that agrees well with the experimental results of drying
kinetics in porous media with varying pore size distributions. The results of this paper help
to understand the process of soil evaporation and provide some help in soil moistening.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experiment
2.1.1. Experimental Methods

Quartz-sand-filled beds are the traditional means for studying the drying charac-
teristics of porous media. Pore size can be selected by changing the particle size, which
affects the seepage inside the medium. Meanwhile, the capillary inside the medium will
increase with a reduction in pore size. Thus, this paper utilizes three quartz sand samples
of varying particle sizes: coarse-grained (430–700 µm), medium-grained (48–75 µm), and
fine-grained (4–6 µm). The samples are 20 mm thick and have a diameter of 60 mm. The
filled beds are 20 mm thick and have a diameter of 60 mm, and the container material for the
quartz-sand-filled bed is pearl foam, which is dried in a blast drying oven (DHG-907385-III,
XINMIAO|CIMO, Shanghai, China, operating temperature range ≤250 ◦C, temperature
control accuracy ±0.1 ◦C) (see Figure 1a). The experiment is conducted at three different
drying temperatures: 35 ◦C, 45 ◦C, and 55 ◦C.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup diagram: (a) schematic diagram of the experimental setup for filled-bed
drying and (b) three-dimensional arrangement of thermocouples in the filled bed.

Temperature measurement samples are set up during the drying process, and the tem-
perature change data inside them are measured by thermocouples (T-type thermocouple,
Omega Inc., Norwalk, CT, USA, measurement range −200–350 ◦C, accuracy 0.5 ◦C). There
are a total of 9 temperature measurement points in the filled bed, as shown in Figure 1b. In
addition to the temperature measurement samples, four groups of weighing samples are
set up in the experimental process. The mass of the weighing samples before the start of the
experiment is recorded as m0. Then, distilled water is added to the temperature measure-
ment samples and the weighing samples until the surface of the filled bed is completely
submerged, and the mass of the weighing samples is recorded as mwater. The weighing
samples are sent to the blower drying oven after the blower drying oven has reached the
specified temperature. During the experiment, the weighing samples are removed from
the blower drying oven every 1 h (rapid removal and measurement to minimize the effect
of sudden temperature change on the drying process), and the mass of the samples is
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measured by an electronic balance (YP20002B, Lichen Inc., Taiwan, China, measurement
range 0.01–2000 g, accuracy 10 mg). The end of the drying process can be identified by
various signs, such as the temperature of the dried sample reaching ambient temperature
or the sample mass no longer changing, indicating zero saturation or reaching residual
saturation. For subsequent discussion, this paper considers the temperature of the filled
bed rising to the ambient temperature as the indicator of the end of the drying process.

2.1.2. Experimental Data

To conveniently illustrate the extent to which the quartz-sand-filled bed is affected by
pore space and temperature, the experimental results are processed as follows.

The temperature change data within the filled bed obtained from the experimental
measurements are averaged, and the results are considered to be the overall average
drying temperature of the filled bed, Tp. Additionally, to determine the specific start and
termination times of each stage of drying, the rate of temperature change in the filled bed
T* is calculated at intervals ∆td, as shown in Equation (1).

T∗ =
T(tn + ∆td)− T(tn)

∆td
(1)

The symbol tn (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .) is used sequentially in the formula to denote the filled
bed temperature Tp per minute.

During the mass measurement process, a total of four groups of samples are dried
simultaneously in each group of conditions. This paper compares the changes in the mass
of the filled bed under different conditions using the saturation Sbed and the average drying
rate Jrate, defined in Equations (2) and (3), due to the small difference between the quartz
sand and its moisture content in each group of conditions.

Sbed =
m − m0

mwater − m0
(2)

where m is the mass of the filled bed weighed at different moments, m0 is the mass of
the filled bed after complete drying, and mwater is the mass of the filled bed in the initial
wetting state.

Jrate =
m − m0

∆tm
× 1

A
(3)

where ∆tm is the mass measurement interval i.e., 1 h, and A is the horizontal cross-sectional
area of the filled bed.

2.2. Mathematical Model
2.2.1. Physical Model

Figure 2 illustrates a simplified two-dimensional model of filled bed drying. The
material of the filled-bed container is pearl foam, and it is assumed that convective mass
transfer processes in the bed during drying occur only on the upper surface, which is
surrounded by an adiabatic boundary at the bottom. Liquid flow, evaporation, and gas
diffusion processes exist inside the bed. In addition, pearl foam provides excellent thermal
insulation. Therefore, the perimeter of the bed, specifically the bottom, is considered to be
an adiabatic boundary.
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2.2.2. Mass Conservation Equation

There is gas phase, liquid phase, and solid phase at the same time inside the porous
media convective drying process. The amount of solid phase is always constant in the
drying process, while the liquid phase and gas phase are always in a state of change due
to the presence of the evaporation of porous media. For the liquid phase, the following
equation is obtained from the conservation of the amount of liquid substance [27,28].

∂cl
∂τ

+∇ · (ulcl) = − .
mevp (4)

where cl is the molar concentration of liquid water within the microelement volume of the
unit characterization body (mol/m3), ul is the actual seepage velocity vector of liquid water
within the porous medium (m/s),

.
mevp is the evaporation rate of liquid water within the

pores in the microelement volume of the unit characterization unit (mol/(m3·s)), and the
following formula is used to calculate the evaporation rate [27,28]:

.
mevp = bϕ

RT
Mw

(s − sir)
(
ρv,eq − ρv

)
(5)

where b is the material-related constant (s/m2), ϕ is the porosity of the porous medium, R
is the gas constant (J·mol−1·K−1), T is the gas temperature (K), Mw is the molar mass of
the water (kg/mol), and s and sir denote the volume fraction of the liquid phase within the
pores and the volume fraction of the residual liquid phase, respectively. ρv,eq = cv,eqMw,
and ρv = cvMw denote the saturated and actual water vapor densities at the corresponding
temperatures, respectively. bϕ(s − sir)RT/Mw is the mass transfer coefficient, the value
of which is related to the equilibrium time τeq = lp/Dv, where lp is the porous medium
characteristic scale and Dv is the diffusion coefficient of the liquid-phase vapors; thus, the
value of b can be estimated from the equilibrium time [27]. Here, assuming that the water
vapor is an ideal gas, the molar concentration of equilibrium water vapor is:

cv,eq =
pv,eq

RT
(6)

Due to the weak adsorption capacity of the solid skeleton (quartz sand) for water
vapor, it can be assumed that pv,eq = pv,sat, which is equal to the saturated water vapor
pressure at the corresponding temperature. Then:

pv,sat(T) = 10A− B
T−C (Pa) (7)

where the constants A, B, and C are 4.6543, 1435.264, and 64.848, respectively [29].
For the gas inside the porous medium, it is regarded as a binary mixture of water

vapor and air. The conservation of matter is upheld in the porous media drying process
with regard to the two components of gas involved: water vapor and air. The equation for
the conservation of the amount of matter is as follows:

∂cv

∂τ
+∇ · (uvcv) =

.
mevp (8)

∂ca

∂τ
+∇ · (uaca) = 0 (9)

where cv and ca denote the characterized molar concentrations of water vapor and air
(mol/m3), respectively, and uv and ua are the actual seepage velocity vectors (m/s) of
water vapor and air inside the porous medium.

Combining Equations (8) and (9), the mass conservation equation for wet air can be
obtained as:

∂cg

∂τ
+∇ ·

(
ugcg

)
=

.
mevp (10)
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where the amount concentration of the wet air is characterized as cg = cv + ca, and ug is
the actual seepage velocity vector of the wet air inside the porous medium (m/s).

For a porous medium with porosity ϕ, the internal fluid should satisfy volume
conservation:

ϕ =
clMw

ρl
+

cgMg

ρg
(11)

In the above equation, Mw and Ma denote the molar masses of water and air (kg/mol),
respectively, while the three parameters ρl, ρv, and ρa are the true densities of liquid water,
water vapor, and air (kg/m3), respectively.

2.2.3. Momentum Equation

The flow process of each component within the fluid phase inside the porous medium
obeys Darcy’s law, so that the pressure of the gas phase, i.e., wet air, is pg, and therefore:

ug = −
kgK

µgϕ(1 − s)
∇pg (12)

where ug is the actual seepage velocity vector of the gas phase (m/s) and K is the absolute
permeability of the porous medium (m2). The absolute permeability is calculated according
to the Hagen–Poiseuille flow equation for single-phase flow with a simplified formula
derived from [30,31]:

K =
R2

pϕ3

45(1 − ϕ)2 (13)

where Rp is the average pore radius. Considering the change in gas-phase permeability
caused by the liquid phase occupying the pore space, the relative permeability kg is used
here to correct the gas-phase permeability. Since the air mass is much smaller than that of
the liquid phase, the effect of gravity on the air percolation process is ignored here.

The gas in the pores of the water-containing porous medium is simplified as a binary
mixture of water vapor and air, and when the gas inside the porous medium percolates and
flows, the actual flow velocity of the water vapor uv is the sum of the gas-phase percolation
velocity ug and the diffusion velocity of water vapor molecules. The diffusion rate of water
vapor within the pores can be calculated by Fick’s first law of diffusion:

jv = −
Dg,v

ϕ(1 − s)
∇cv (14)

where Dg,v is the diffusion coefficient of water vapor molecules in air (m2/s), and the
diffusion path of the gas molecules inside the porous medium deviates from a straight
line due to the obstruction of the solid skeleton of the porous medium; thus, the actual
diffusion coefficient must be corrected for the tortuosity of the porous medium. Based on
the theoretical and quantitative derivations, diffusion coefficients of the following forms
are used [32]:

Dg,v =
Dv

ϖ
(15)

where Dv is the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air, calculated by the following
equation [33]:

Dv = Dr

(
pr

pg

)(
T
Tr

)1.88
(16)

where Dr is the water vapor diffusion coefficient at the reference temperature and pressure,
and pr and Tr are the reference pressure and temperature, respectively. In addition, the
tortuosity ϖ in Equation (15) is [34,35]:

ϖ = ϕ−1/2 (17)
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In summary, the percolation rate of water vapor is given by:

uv = ug + jv
Mw

ρv
(18)

Wet air is a binary mixture of air and water vapor, and the molar diffusion velocity
between the two components is equal and in opposite directions, so the percolation rate of
air is:

ua = ug − jv
Ma

ρa
(19)

According to the Young–Laplace equation ∆p = γ(1/R1 + 1/R2), where the pressure
difference between the inside and outside the liquid surface ∆p is mainly determined by the
gas–liquid surface tension coefficient γ and the radius of curvature of the liquid surface R1
and R2, the capillary pressure inside the pore varies with the saturation inside the pore [36].
When porous media are dry, liquid water saturation differences exist between the pores.
When the pore size is small (<1 mm), there is a significant capillary pressure difference
between the liquids in neighboring pores, and the transport of the liquid water phase inside
the porous medium is dominated by seepage due to the capillary pressure gradient. After
considering the capillary pressure difference at the gas–liquid interface, the liquid water
phase pressure inside the porous medium is:

pl = pg − pc (20)

where the capillary pressure pc is calculated using Leverett’s formula and can be expressed
as:

pc =

√
ϕ

K
σ(T)J(s) (21)

where the liquid water saturation s = cl Mw
ϕρl

, the liquid water surface tension is:

σ(T) = σr − κT (22)

where surface tension σr = 0.1212 N/m, coefficient κ = 1.67 × 10−4 N/(m·K) [37]. The
Leverett-type J-function, i.e., J(s), is calculated using the following equation [18,38]:

J(s) = 0.364
[
1 − e−40(1−s)

]
+ 0.221(1 − s) +

0.005
s − sir

(23)

In the above equation, sir is the residual water saturation, i.e., the saturation of bound
water adsorbed on the surface of the porous skeleton due to chemical adsorption, the value
of which is measured experimentally. From Equation (20) and Darcy’s seepage law, the
actual seepage velocity of liquid water is known as:

ul = − klK
µlϕs (∇pl + ρlg) = − klK

µlϕs
[
∇
(

pg − pc
)
+ ρlg

]
= − klK

µlϕs
(
∇pg + ρlg

)
+ klK

µlϕs

(
∂pc
∂cl

∇cl +
∂pc
∂T ∇T

) (24)

∂pc
∂cl

=
√

ϕ
K σ(T)Mw

ϕρl

[
−14.56e−40(1−s) − 0.221 − 0.005

(s−sir)
2

]
∂pc
∂T = −κ

√
ϕ
K J(s)

(25)

2.2.4. Energy Conservation Equation

The conservation of energy in porous media during the drying process requires
simultaneous consideration of the solid skeleton, the convection between gas–liquid-phase
fluids, and the heat transfer due to the evaporation process, as well as the heat transfer
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in the multiphase mixture composed of the three phases. Thus, the energy conservation
equation for porous media can be obtained after considering the above effects as follows:

∂T
∂τ

(
clMwCp,l + cvMwCp,v + caMaCp,a + ϕsρsCp,s

)
+∇ ·

[(
clMwCp,lul + cvMwCp,vuv + caMaCp,aua

)
T
]

= ∇ · (λeff∇T)− .
mevpMwhevp

(26)

where Cp,l, Cp,v, Cp,a, and Cp,s are the specific heat capacities of the liquid phase, vapor
phase, air phase, and solid phase (J/(kg·K)), hvap is the enthalpy of the evaporation of the
liquid phase, and the effective thermal conductivity of the porous medium is calculated by
using the mass average.

λeff =
clMwλl + cvMwλv + caMaλa + ϕsρsλs

clMw + cvMw + caMa + ϕsρs
(27)

The enthalpy of the vaporization of the liquid phase hevp = hv − hl, where hl and hv are
the enthalpies of the liquid phase and its vapor phase, respectively, at the same temperature
(J/mol), and their values are linearly correlated as a function of temperature.

hi = Cp,i∆T + αi (28)

where i = v, l, αi is the reference enthalpy of the corresponding substance.

2.2.5. Initial and Boundary Conditions

At the initial moment, the whole device is placed under the environmental conditions
of Te = 20 ◦C and 100% relative air humidity, and, after the overall temperature of the
porous medium is stabilized, it is quickly put into the set drying environment. Thus, at the
initial moment, the initial drying conditions of the porous media are:

cl = ϕs0ρl(T)/Mw
cv = ϕ(1 − s0)cv,sat(T)
cg = ϕ(1 − s0)pg,e/RT
T = Te

(29)

where s0 = 1 is the initial liquid-phase saturation inside the pores and the ambient pressure
pg,e = 101,325 Pa.

As shown in Figure 2, the computational domain is surrounded by adiabatic and
humidity-insensitive air. Thus, there are:

ugcg = uvcv = ulcl= 0 (30)

−λeff∇T +
.

mevpMwhevp = 0 (31)

For the convective boundary of the porous medium, where the pressure is the same as
the atmospheric pressure, the evaporated water vapor inside the porous medium diffuses
and convects outward through the boundary and eventually migrates to the environment,
while the heat required for evaporation comes from the air at the interface with the porous
medium convective heat transfer process; thus:

ulcl = ϕχkm(ρv,e − ρv,sat) (32)

In the above equation, χ is the correction coefficient of the gas–liquid contact area
in the boundary pores. This is because gas–liquid mass transfer in the drying process
primarily occurs at the gas–liquid phase interface. The mass transfer area between the gas
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and liquid phases in the pores changes due to the decrease in moisture concentration at the
boundary pores, and the following formula is used to calculate it [39]:

χ = e−a1(1−cl/ρl)
a2 (33)

where the coefficients a1 and a2 are fitted from experimental data, respectively:

−λeff∇T +
(
cvMwCp,vuv + caMaCp,aua

)
T = kT(Te − T) (34)

2.2.6. Mesh-Independent Verification

Mesh independence is performed to demonstrate that the model calculation results
are not dependent on the specific way the geometrical model is divided into meshes. This
ensures the reliability of the model calculation results. The result of mesh independence is
shown in Figure 3. The difference between the sand bed temperature versus time curves
gradually decreases as the number of meshes increases. Especially when the number of
meshes is 4000, the calculation results no longer change with the number of meshes, thus
indicating that the calculation results are not related to the mesh, and a mesh of 4000 is
chosen to reduce the calculation volume.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Drying Mechanism

Figure 4 demonstrates the temperature versus mass change process during the drying
process of an aqueous filled bed composed of medium-grained samples at 45 ◦C. According
to the temperature change characteristics shown in Figure 4a, the drying process compo-
nents can be divided into three stages: the primary warming period in Stage I, the constant
temperature period in Stage II, and the secondary warming period in Stage III, (ti in the
figure indicates a certain moment of the drying process). Stage I (t0 − t1) is affected by
the ambient temperature. The temperature of the filled bed rises rapidly and reaches
equilibrium in a short time into Stage II. The rapid increase in the filled bed temperature is
due to, at this time, the state of water inside the porous media, as shown in Figure 5a. Water
evaporation occurs only on the upper surface of the media and the water vapor pressure at
the upper surface boundary is the saturation pressure of liquid water at the corresponding
temperature. Therefore, in the initial period of drying, i.e., Stage I corresponding to the
cycle, when the heat flow to the filled bed is greater than the latent heat of the evaporation
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of the liquid water in the filled bed (see Figure 4), the filled bed temperature rises until the
two reach equilibrium, at which point Stage I ends.
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Figure 4. Experimental results of medium-grained samples (particle size 48–75 µm) at 45 ◦C:
(a) temperature change, (b) rate of temperature change, (c) saturation change, and (d) drying rate.
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Figure 5. Description of the drying process: (a) initial drying state, (b) intermediate drying period,
(c) late drying period, and (d) end of drying.

In Stage II (t1 − t2), the temperature of the filled bed is approximately constant, and the
drying rate fluctuates within a certain range. As the drying process continues, the moisture
content of the filled bed decreases, and the drying enters Stage III, when it decreases to a
specific moisture content SCLC, which is also known as the critical liquid content (CLC) [40].
Within Stage II, the saturation of the filled bed decreases from 1 to SCLC. The liquid water
in the pores is in a continuous state under the action of capillary force, which is able to
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cover the quartz sand particles uniformly and form a uniform water film on their surface.
The wet portion inside the porous medium is transported to the surface of the filled bed by
capillary seepage through the water film. It is then transferred to the environment through
evaporation on the upper surface due to the existence of the continuous water film. At this
time, the evaporation of the filled bed mainly occurs at the vapor–liquid interface on the
surface of the filled bed. Thus, at this stage, the water vapor pressure inside the filled bed is
relatively uniform, as shown in Figure 6b. The saturation decreases steadily until the liquid
water can only cover the surface of the quartz sand, and the drying process enters Stage III.
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In the first half of Stage III (t2 − t3), the temperature inside the filled bed rises and the
drying rate decreases rapidly. Stage III enters its second half (t3 − t4), and the temperature
inside the filled bed climbs slowly, which is nearly constant but lower than the drying
ambient temperature Te. At the same time, the drying rate is much lower than that of
Stage II and decreases slowly until the end of the filled bed drying. However, comparing
Figure 4a,c, it can be found that, after the evaporation of water in the filled bed is completed,
the temperature in the filled bed is slightly lower than the dry ambient temperature at this
time. In Stage III, due to the saturation being lower than SCLC, the liquid water can no
longer be continuously distributed on the surface of the quartz sand particles, resulting
in a reduction in evaporation within the pores. The conduction of heat is mainly used to
enhance the sensible heat of the quartz particles (see Figure 5c), and the temperature of the
filled bed Tp rises. On the other hand, the temperature of the filled bed Tp continues to
rise, resulting in a decrease in the heat flow received by the bed (refer to Figure 7). Based
on the settlement model results shown in Figure 6, it is evident that the saturation inside
the filled bed decreases to CLC at t = 5 h. There is a noticeable difference in the saturation
inside the filled bed. Currently, the filled bed approaches Stage III, where the flow behavior
resulting from wettability and capillary force ceases due to the discontinuity of liquid
water within the bed. This causes the water inside the pores to evaporate. The model
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settlement results indicate that the water vapor pressure within the medium increases
by a factor of approximately three during the drying period from t = 5 h to t = 10 h.
The water vapor pressure affects the evaporation and diffusion processes, as described
in Equations (5) and (12). During Stage III, also known as the deceleration period, the
drying rate of the filled bed decreases due to the increasing water vapor pressure in the
pore channel (refer to Figure 6b). Simultaneously, the partial pressure of water vapor in
the pore channel continuously increases and the accompanying diffusion process of water
vapor also intensifies, and eventually the two reach equilibrium, and the drying rate begins
to slowly decrease. In the filled bed, when all the liquid water has evaporated, the latent
heat of the vaporization of liquid water is far greater than the sensible heat of the quartz
sand particles as a whole, and the heat flow to the filled bed is used for the evaporation of
liquid water. Therefore, at this time, in order to maintain the evaporation of liquid water,
the temperature of the filled bed needs to be lower than the drying ambient temperature.
Subsequently, the filled bed temperature reaches the ambient temperature, and the drying
process ends.
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In summary, the porous media drying process is mainly divided into three stages.
Stage I is the warming stage, when the porous media are heated to the point where the
heat flow is equal to the latent heat required for the evaporation of liquid water in the
media, the temperature increase ends, and Stage II begins. In Stage II, water evaporation is
concentrated on the upper surface of the media. At this time, the liquid water is continuous
inside the media. When the media saturation reaches the CLC, Stage III begins; Stage
III is the same as Stage I in terms of the heating stage, but within this stage, the drying
rate decreases rapidly, resulting in the occurrence of convective heat transfer over the
evaporative heat absorption in the filled bed. Then, Tp begins to rise to maintain the
equilibrium of the heat flow applied to the filled bed, and the dry zone appears to evolve
until the wet zone disappears and the medium reaches the dry ambient temperature.

3.2. Sand Bed Particle Size Effect

Figure 8 illustrates the temperature and mass changes during the drying process of
three samples at 45 ◦C, and Figure 9 illustrates the model predictions for three particle size
ranges. In Stage I, the temperature within the filled bed rapidly increases to Th, where the
heat flow input from the environment to the filled bed reaches equilibrium, with the flow
carried away by evaporation. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the equilibrium temperature and
drying rate in this stage are affected by the drying environment. The experimental results
in this section also show that the drying rates of different pore diameters are maintained
within the same range (~0.6 g/m2/s) (see Figure 8d). In addition, the Th achieved by the
filled beds with different pore sizes is similar, with a deviation of no more than 2 ◦C, which
may be due to the different parameters of the wet air in the drying environment.
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Figure 8. Variation in drying characteristics with particle size at 45 ◦C: (a) temperature change,
(b) rate of temperature change, (c) saturation change, and (d) drying rate.

In Stage II, the saturation in the filled bed decreases steadily. This process was de-
scribed in detail in Section 3.1, however, with an increase in particle size, the temperature
change in coarse-grained samples appears to be a slow “climb” in this stage (see Figure 8a),
which is significantly different from that of medium- and fine-grained samples. This could
be attributed to the weakening of capillary forces in the filled bed as the particle size
increases. As a result, the free water in coarse-grained samples gravitates to the bottom,
causing incomplete wetting of the surface layer of quartz sand and a slower temperature
increase in the filled bed. Before Stage III, the drying rate of the filled bed is mainly affected
by the ambient wet air parameters, resulting in similar drying rates for filled beds with
different particle sizes at the same drying temperature. When the filled bed enters Stage III,
as described in Section 3.1, the liquid water inside the filled bed is not continuous, leading
to noticeable differences in the drying kinetics of filled beds with different particle size
compositions. The temperature data in Figure 8a clearly show that the duration of Stage III
increases as the particle size decreases. Coarse-grained samples do not exhibit a second
temperature rise in Stage III, as shown in Figure 8b. On the other hand, the temperature
gradient of coarse-grained samples in the pre-Stage III period is much larger than that
of the medium- and fine-grained samples. With the continuous evolution of the dry and
wet zones in Stage III, the differences in pore size between the medium- and fine-grained
samples become apparent. The temperature Tb of the fine-grained samples is lower than
that of the medium-grained samples when the evaporation and diffusion reach equilibrium
in Stage III. However, both of them showed a slow “climbing” phenomenon in Stage II.

In order to better analyze this phenomenon, this paper calculated the starting satura-
tion of Stage III for different particle sizes (see Table 1). The results show that, as the particle
size decreases, the starting saturation of Stage III gradually increases, indicating that pore
size has an important influence on the development of the end of drying. At the beginning
of Stage III, the temperature of the filled bed rises rapidly, but the rate of temperature rise
decreases with a decreasing pore size due to the difference in saturation. The amount of
apparent heat of temperature rise in the liquid phase of the filled bed is positively correlated
with the saturation. At the end of the initial warming of Stage III, a new equilibrium is
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established between the heat flow input from the environment and its internal sensible heat
of warming and latent heat of water evaporation, which depends on the partial pressure of
water vapor in the filled bed, as described in Section 3.1. The decrease in pore size results in
a decrease in temperature above equilibrium. This is because, when the pore size is small,
the saturation in the filled bed is relatively high and the drying rate is relatively fast. Thus,
a greater heat flow and a greater temperature difference between the filled bed and the
ambient environment are required, resulting in the aforementioned phenomenon.
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Table 1. Starting saturation of Stage III for different particle sizes.

Stage Particle Size dp(µm) Starting Saturation

Stage III
4–6 0.342

48–75 0.338
430–700 0.257

In summary, pore size is one of the influential factors in the drying process of porous
media. With a decreasing pore size, the effect of gravity on the liquid inside the porous
medium weakens, while the effect of capillary forces strengthens. This makes the CLC
and temperature variation in the medium appear different. In Stage III, the discontinuous
distribution of liquid water and the joint transportation process of gas and liquid further
highlight the impact of pore size, resulting in noticeable differences in temperature and
drying rate.

3.3. Drying Temperature Effect

Drying temperature is a crucial environmental parameter in hot air drying (see
Figure 10), and its influence is felt throughout the entire drying process. In Stage I, the
drying temperature affects the heating rate of this stage, and the end time of this stage is
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the same for the same particle size sand bed under different drying temperatures. This
is because, during the initial period of drying, the drying rate is relatively low, and the
thermal and physical parameters of the sand bed under different working conditions are
the same. Additionally, since the drying environment is also similar, the convection heat
transfer coefficient does not vary significantly. As a result, the relationship between the
temperature rise rate and the heat transfer temperature difference is proportional, result-
ing in a similar end time for Stage I. In Stage II, the Th increases with the rise in drying
temperature, and the drying temperature does not affect the trend of the filled bed in this
stage. Coarse samples still maintain a slow “climbing” phenomenon in this stage, while
medium and fine samples remain constant. A higher ambient temperature results in a
greater heat flow through the porous medium at this stage, as it is equal to the latent heat
of the evaporation of liquid water within the medium, leading to a higher Th. At different
drying temperatures, the trend of temperature changes inside the filled bed is the same,
which indicates that this trend, as analyzed in Section 3.2, in general, is primarily due to
differences in capillary action caused by variations in pore size.
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Figure 10. Temperature change and rate of temperature change for different samples at different
drying temperatures: (a) coarse samples (particle size 430–700 µm), (b) medium samples (particle
size 48–75 µm), and (c) fine samples (particle size 4–6 µm).
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On the other hand, the drying temperature also affects the drying rate, which can be
seen from the experimental results in Figure 11, and the drying rate is positively correlated
with the drying temperature. Meanwhile, it can be observed that the variation in saturation
remains within the same range under the same trend, and the end of saturation in Stage II
is consistent. Additionally, when comparing filled beds with different particle sizes, the
drying rate remains within the same range at the same drying temperature. This further
supports the aforementioned view that this stage of drying is primarily influenced by the
drying environment.

Pre-Stage III, the filled bed heats up rapidly and the heating rate increases with the
drying environment temperature. This is because, as entering Stage III, the temperature
difference between the filled bed and environment increases. As the drying temperature
rises, the difference between the temperature Tb and drying temperature also increases
when evaporation and diffusion reach equilibrium inside the filled bed. Stage III is also
shortened gradually. The reason for this phenomenon is that as the drying environment
temperature gradually increases, Tb in Stage III rises. This leads to a rise in the evaporation
mass transfer rate of the filled bed. At the same time, the saturation SCLC of the filled bed
with the same particle size in Stage III at different temperatures is the same. This results
in a significant shortening of the time duration in Stage III. In addition, because of the
influence of particle size, the saturation of different filled beds entering Stage III is different,
which causes the heating rate of the filled bed pre-Stage III.

In summary, the drying ambient temperature affects the heat flow applied to the filled
bed, causing Tp to increase with an increase in the drying temperature in the same stage
during the drying process of the filled bed in different conditions. On the other hand,
under different drying ambient temperatures, the SCLC of filled beds with the same particle
size is the same, and the temperature trend in late Stage III is similar. This indicates that
temperature has a lesser impact on the state of the medium in Stage III.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, the experimental method of a quartz-sand-filled bed was used to deter-
mine the temperature, saturation, and drying rate changes in a quartz-sand-filled bed with
different pore size distributions at different temperatures. The heat–wet coupling math-
ematical model, considering the capillary moisture transport inside the porous medium,
evaporative phase change, and heat transfer in the porous medium, was established and
verified. Based on the mathematical model theory, the heat and mass transfer characteristics
and mechanism inside the filled bed were analyzed, and the following conclusions can
be drawn:

1. There are three stages of porous media drying: Stage I, in the primary warming period,
Stage II, in the constant temperature period, and Stage III, in the secondary warming
period. With a reduction in the porous media particle size, a temperature plateau
occurs in the secondary heating period (Stage III) and the maintenance time of the
plateau period is extended with the reduction in the particle size of the filled bed.

2. Pore size is one of the factors affecting the drying process of porous media. With a
reduction in pore size, the capillary effect inside the media is enhanced, gravity is
constantly reduced, and the transport of moisture is mainly controlled by the capillary
force gradient. This makes the critical liquid content inside the filled bed increase, the
temperature rise rate within the second heating period (Stage III) slow down, and the
drying rate increase.

3. The drying environment temperature mainly affects the drying rate, so it has less effect
on the critical liquid content controlled by the pore structure of the filled bed.

There are some shortcomings in the research approach of this paper, such as the
inability to obtain the detailed saturation distribution inside the media. Therefore, the
content of this paper can be further deepened by using NMR or CT to obtain the real
moisture distribution inside the media. This will further deepen the understanding of the
capillary effect on the drying process of porous media and deepen the comprehension of
the soil evaporation process.
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